construct this list in an alternative way by applying computational algorithms implemented in Maple and Python. Moreover, given any poset T of the list, we show that: (a) the Coxeter polynomial cox I (t) of the poset I = T ∪{ * }, obtained from T by adding a unique maximal element * (called a peak), is a Coxeter polynomial F I (t) of a simplylaced Dynkin diagram I ∈ {A n , D n , E 6 , E 7 , E 8 } and (b) the set of -orbits of the set R q of integral roots of q admits a -mesh translation quiver structure (R q , ) of a cylinder shape, where is the Coxeter transformation of I = T ∪{ * } in the sense of Drozd [10] .
Introduction
Throughout this paper, we denote by N the set of non-negative integers and by Z the ring of integers. We view Z m , with m 1, as a free abelian group. We denote by e 1 , . . . , e m the standard Z-basis of Z m , by M m (Z) the Z-algebra of all square m by m matrices, and by E ∈ M m (Z) the identity matrix. Let T = {p 1 , . . . , p n } be an arbitrary poset with a partial order . In [10] , Drozd associates with T the quadratic Tits form q(x 1 , . . . , x n , x * ) = x 2 1 + · · · + x 2 n + x 2 * + i≺j∈T x i x j − x * (x 1 + · · · + x n ), (1.1) see also [27] and (2.7), which is a powerful tool in the study of matrix representations of T in the sense of Nazarova-Roiter [23] defined as follows. Fix a field K and a vector v = (v 1 , . . . , v n , v * ) ∈ N n+1 .
Consider the K-vector space Mat T v of all partitioned K-matrices with coefficients in K. Let G T v be the group generated by the elementary K-transformations of the following three types:
(a) all simultaneous elementary K-transformations on rows, (b) all elementary K-transformations on columns inside each vertical block, (c) all elementary K-transformations on columns from the ith column block A i to jth column block A j , if the relation i j holds in the poset T.
If we view Mat T v as an affine K-variety and G T v as an algebraic K-group, then there is a natural algebraic group action • : G T v × Mat T v → Mat T v and the following Tits formula q(v) = dim G T v − dim Mat T v gives a useful geometric interpretation of the Tits form q (1.1), see [10,31, p. 129 ]. It follows from [10, 23, 31] that the problem of finding canonical forms of matrices in Mat T v , with respect to elementary transformations from the set G T v (see [3, 29] Moreover, there is one-to-one correspondence between the G T v -irreducible canonical forms in Mat T v and the vectors v ∈ N n+1 satisfying the equation q(v) = 1, see [10, 23, 27, 31, 32] . An extension of Kleiner s result [19] to multi-peak posets is given in [32] . The theory of matrix representations of posets (and of bimodule matrix problems) was introduced and intensively developed between 1970 and 1980 by Nazarova, Roiter and their Kiev school. The matrix problems technique (including the representation theory of free triangular bocses) has found a lot of applications and became very important tool in modern representation theory of finite-dimensional algebras over a field as well as in the integral representation theory of finite groups and orders. The reader is referred to the papers [2, 3, 5, 12, 18, 22, 24, 29, 32, 33, 40, 41] , and to the monographs [1, 13, 28, 31, 38, 39] for more details and historical remarks. At the same time when the Kiev group has developed the poset representation technique, Gabriel shows in [11] and Bernstein et al. show in [4] an importance of quiver representations and Dynkin diagrams in the representation theory of finite-dimensional algebras. In particular, they have proved that, for a finite connected oriented graph Q = (Q 0 , Q 1 ), with the set of vertices Q 0 = {1, 2, . . . , m}, Here m = | 0 | and −d ij = | 1 (i, j)| is the number of edges in 1 . An analogous characterisation of quivers of tame representation type in terms of extended Dynkin diagrams is given by Nazarova [22] .
In the present paper, following Bondarenko-Polishchuck [6] and Bondarenko-Stepochkina [7] [8] [9] , we study finite posets T with positive Tits form q (1.1), the class essentially smaller than the class characterised by Kleiner [19] . One of the aims of the paper is to give a description and a useful characterisation of such posets. Since the Tits form q is Z-equivalent with the quadratic Euler form q I (2.7) of the one-peak poset I = T ∪ { * } (see Section 2), our description can be viewed as a generalisation of Kleiner s theorem [19] and an analogue of Gabriel s theorem [11] for one-peak posets.
In the description of posets T, with q (1.1) positive, we mainly apply an old idea of Ovsienko [25] and recent results by Bondarenko-Polishchuck [6] , Bondarenko-Stepochkina [8, 9] , and results of the second named author [34] [35] [36] . To complete the proof we construct linear algebra algorithms (implemented in Maple and Python) that allow us to reduce part of the problem to computer symbolic and numeric calculations. On this way, we get the list of positive posets T presented by Bondarenko-Stepochkina [8] in an alternative way, and we determine the Coxeter-Dynkin polynomials cox I (t) of their one-peak enlargements I = T ∪ { * }, see Section 2.
Together with the quadratic Tits form q (1.1) associated to T, we also study the Z-bilinear Tits form b I : Z n+1 × Z n+1 → Z (2.6) , the Coxeter polynomial cox I (t) ∈ Z[t] (2.8) , and the Coxeter-Tits transformation I : Z n+1 → Z n+1 of the one-peak enlargement I = T ∪ { * } of T by means of simply-laced Dynkin diagrams A n+1 , with n 0, D n+1 , with n 3, and E 6 , E 7 , E 8 , their Z-bilinear forms and Coxeter polynomials defined as follows.
The Z-bilinear Euler form b : Z m × Z m → Z of a Dynkin graph = ( 0 , 1 ), with the set of vertices 0 = {1, 2, . . . , m} (numbered as in Table 1 .3) and the set of edges 1 , is defined by the formula b (x, y) = x ·Ǧ · y tr = m j=1 (1.4) where m = | 0 | andǦ :=Ǧ q ∈ M m (Z) is the non-symmetric Gram matrix of q , d ij = −1, if i < j and there is an edge in 1 , and d ij = 0 otherwise. The matrix Cox := −Ǧ ·Ǧ −tr ∈ Gl(m, Z) is called the Coxeter matrix of the Dynkin diagram , and the Coxeter transformation : Z m → Z m of is the group automorphism defined by the formula
of the Coxeter matrix Cox := −Ǧ ·Ǧ −tr , see [1, 34] .
We prove in Sections 4 and 5 that, given a poset T, with positive Tits form q (1.1) and the Coxeter 
and c is the Coxeter number of ; (ii) coincides with the Coxeter transformation I : Z n+1 → Z n+1 of I = T ∪ { * } (defined in Section 2) and the Z-bilinear Tits form b I :
the set of -orbits of the finite set R q := {v ∈ Z n+1 ; q(v) = 1} of roots of q admits a -mesh translation quiver structure (R q , ) of a cylinder shape (see [35, 36] , and Example 7.6),
and
(v) the set of -orbits of R q has the following Auslander-Reiten -mesh property: for any v ∈ R q there exists a unique -mesh of width r at most three in R q , see Corollary 5.10 and Example 7.6.
The Auslander-Reiten property is a root -mesh geometry [35] analogue of the Auslander-Reiten theorem on the existence and the uniqueness of almost split sequences in the category mod R of finite-dimensional modules over an artin algebra R (see [1, Chapter IV] (2.11 ) applied to I = T ∪ { * }, the reflection-duality and the waist reflection introduced and studied in Sections 3 and 4, and the computational linear algebra algorithms implemented in Maple and Python, and presented in Section 7 (see also [14] ). Since we freely use the results of [34] , here we work in the framework of one-peak posets explained in Section 2, because the form q (1.1) coincides with the One-peak posets with positive Tits form of type A n+1 and D n+1 . Tits form q I (2.7) of the one-peak enlargement I = T ∪ { * } of T and the Coxeter-Dynkin classification of the posets T is given in terms of b I (2.6) and the Coxeter polynomials cox I (t) of I = T ∪ { * } (not of T), see Remark 2.9.
Convention
(a) In the poset p A * n , we delete the vertex • p , if p = 0, and we delete the vertex • n , if n = 0. (b) In the poset s D * p A n−p , we delete the vertex • p , if p = s − 2, we delete the vertex • s , if s = 0, and we delete the vertex • n , if n = p.
The main results of the paper are announced in [14] and were presented on the Sixth European Conference on Combinatorics, Graphs Theory and Applications, EuroComb2011, Budapest, August 2011.
Preliminaries and notation
By an integral quadratic form (more precisely, a homogeneous Z-quadratic mapping) we mean a map q : Z m − −− → Z, m 1, defined by the formula
where q ij ∈ Z, for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If q 11 = · · · = q mm = 1, we call q a unit form. Obviously, q is uniquely determined by the non-symmetric Gram matrix
of q and by the symmetric Gram matrix
whereǦ tr q means the transpose ofǦ q .
We associate to q : Z m − −− → Z the symmetric Z-bilinear polar form
We call q positive (resp. non-negative), if q(v) > 0, for all non-zero vectors v ∈ Z m (resp. non-
We recall that two Z-bilinear forms b, b : Z m × Z m → Z (resp. two quadratic forms q, q : Z m → Z) are defined to be Z-equivalent (and denoted by b ∼ Z b and q ∼ Z q , respectively) if there is a group automorphism h :
for all v ∈ Z m then, in view of (2.3), we get the following useful fact.
Corollary 2.4
(a) The commutativity of the diagrams
. In this case we say that the matrix B defines the equivalences b ∼ Z b and q ∼ Z q . (b) If q ∼ Z q , the form q is positive (resp. non-negative) if and only if the form q : Z m → Z is positive (resp. non-negative).
By a poset I ≡ (I, ) we mean a partially ordered set I with respect to a partial order relation , see [31] . We denote by max I the set of all maximal elements of I. The relation is uniquely determined by the incidence matrix C I of I, that is, the integer square m × m matrix
5)
where m = |I|. Throughout, we make the identifications M m (Z) = M I (Z) and Z m = Z I . Following [31, 32] , we call I a one-peak poset if | max I| = 1, that is, I has a unique maximal element (we call it the peak of I and denote by * ). Following [33, Section 3,34], we associate with an arbitrary poset I three Z-bilinear forms
where Z I ≡ Z m , m = |I| and T = I\ max I is viewed as a subposet of I. We call b I , b I , b I the Zbilinear Tits (geometric) form of I, the Z-bilinear Euler form of I, and the bilinear incidence form of I, respectively, see [34] . The corresponding integral quadratic unit forms (v, w) = v · C I op · w tr , for all v, w ∈ Z m , then to prove the third equivalence b I op ∼ Z b I it is sufficient to note that C I op = C tr I , because one can find a Z-invertible matrix B ∈ M I (Z) such that C I op = C tr I = B · C I · B tr and B −1 = B, by a modification of the arguments given in [17] (see also [15] and Example 7.6). Details for I arbitrary will be given in a subsequent paper. In the present paper we apply the equivalence b I op ∼ Z b I only for posets I with the form q I : Z I → Z positive and the proof in that case follows as the statement (b) of Proposition 3.5 of the following section, see also Example 7.6. Since the statement (b) is a consequence of (a), the proof is complete. 
A reflection-duality
Throughout this section, we assume that I = {1, 2, . . . , n, * = n + 1} is a one-peak poset, with a unique maximal element * = n + 1, and q I : Z I → Z is the quadratic Tits form (2.7) of I. We set T = I\{ * } = {1, 2, . . . , n} and we view it as a subposet of I. the q I -reflection at * , that is, the group automorphism defined by the formula
for any v ∈ Z I = Z n+1 , see [4, 10, 1, Section VII.4] . Here e 1 , . . . , e n , e * is the standard basis of the group Z I = Z n+1 .
We recall from [34] that the Tits matrix C I ∈ M I (Z) = M n+1 (Z) of I and the Tits matrix (3.4) where C T ∈ M T (Z) = M n (Z) is the incidence matrix of the poset T = I\{ * }, and u =
We start with the following reflection-dual reduction result. 
non-negative) if and only
if the quadratic incidence form q I : Z n+1 → Z of I is P-critical (resp. positive, non-negative).
Proof. Assume that I = {1, 2, . . . , n, * = n+1}, * = n+1 is the peak of I, and view T = {1, 2, . . . , n} as a subposet of I. Let I = s * I be the one-peak reflection-dual of I.
(a) To prove the first two equalities, we note that the quadratic form q T op of the poset T op opposite to T is given by
Hence we get
To prove the remaining part of (a), we note that 
To prove the equality cox
by applying the equality cox A tr (t) = cox A (t), with A = C I , we get cox
This completes the proof of (a).
where is a Dynkin diagram, or a Euclidean diagram. This means that n + 1 = |I| = | 0 |, and the equality
is the Euler matrix of the diagram with vertices numbered as in Table 1 .3, with m = n + 1. Let Q be the quiver obtained from the graph by replacing the edge
It is easy to see that if a ∈ Q is a source (resp sink) of the acyclic quiver Q and Q := s a Q is the s a -reflection of Q (obtained from Q by reversing the arrows starting from a (resp. terminating at a)), see [1, Section VII.5], we have
where S a ∈ M n+1 (Z) is the matrix of the reflection automorphism s a : Z n+1 → Z n+1 at the vertex a in the standard basis. Here C Q and C Q are the Euler matrices (2.6) of Q and Q viewed as posets.
By standard arguments (see [1, Section VII.4, 4] ) one can show that there is a sequence s a 1 , . . . , s a m , m 1, of sink or source reflections such that Q op = s a m . . . s a 1 Q . By applying ( * * ) and an easy induction, we get the equality
Hence, in view of (a), ( * ), and ( * * * ), we get the equalities
(c) It is easy to see that C I = E · C I · E and therefore the diagrams
and only if q is non-negative and the group Ker q is infinite cyclic generated by a sincere vector. Hence, in view of the commutativity of the diagrams (3.7), q I = q I is P-critical if and only if the form q I is P-critical, because the isomorphism h E carries sincere vectors to sincere ones. Since the remaining part of (d) follows from the commutativity of the diagrams (3.7), the proof is complete.
A waist reflection poset and its Z-bilinear Euler form
Following [30,31, (16.7) and Prop. 16.15, 33] , we introduce the following definition. We start with the following waist reflection result. 
Proof. We prove (a) by applying reflection automorphisms s j : Z n+1 → Z n+1 , with j ∈ {s 1 , . . . , s r }, constructed by means of the bilinear polar form b :
Obviously, b coincides with the polar form of q J . The reflection automorphism s j is defined by the formula 
We denote by S j := M op s j the matrix opposite to the matrix M s j of the automorphism s j : Z n+1 → Z n+1 in the basis e 1 , . . . , e n , e n+1 . Given j ∈ {s 1 , . . . , s r }, we denote by s j J (resp. by s j J ) the poset obtained from J (resp. from J ) by reversing all arrows that start or terminate at vertex
Since (b) and (c) follow from (a) and Corollary 2.4, the proof is complete.
Coxeter-Dynkin types of one-peak posets with positive Tits form and Z-equivalences of bilinear forms
Throughout, we assume that I = {1, 2, . . . , n, * = n+1} is one-peak poset, with a unique maximal element * = n + 1, and q I :
as a subposet of I. One of the main results of the paper is the following (see also [14] ). 
Hence, in view of [34] , we get cox
To prove it, we note that the incidence matrix C D * p A n−p and the Euler matrix C : 
The two big submatrices on the diagonal of C are the bidiagonal matrices E
By a direct calculation, one shows that the following equalityǦ D n+1 = B · C · B tr holds, whereǦ D n+1 is the non-symmetric Gram matrix (1.4) of = D n+1 and B ∈ M n+1 (Z) is the matrix
for p = 2 and p 3, respectively. Here E s ∈ M s (Z) is the identity matrix,
This shows that, for the poset
Hence, in view of [34] , we get cox I (t) = F D n+1 (t), I = D n+1 , the form q I is positive, and (d) follows.
For example, if I = D * p A n−p , with p = 5 and n = 4, we have 
• Assume that I is any of the one-peak posets P 1 , . . . , P 16 listed in Table 6 .1. If I = P 1 then we have b I ∼ Z b P j , for j = 2, . . . , 8, because P j can be obtained from P 1 by a combination of the reflection-duality and the waist reflection operation, and Theorem 2.10, Propositions 3.5, 4.2 apply.
Similarly, we have b P 10 ∼ Z b P 11 , b P 12 ∼ Z b P 13 , and b P 14 ∼ Z b P j , for j = 15, 16. By applying Algorithm 7.5 to each of the posets P 1 , P 9 , P 10 , P 12 , and P 14 , we show that its Coxeter type is E 6 and we find the matrices B 1 , B 9 , B 10 , B 12 , and B 14 , listed in Table 6 .1 such that B j defines a Z-equivalence b P j ∼ Z b E 6 , for j = 1, 9, 10, 12, 14. This shows that cox P j (t) = F E 6 (t), P j = E 6 , b P j ∼ Z b E 6 , for j = 1, . . . , 16, and (d) follows. 6 • Assume that I is any of the one-peak posets P 23 , . . . , P 193 listed in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. By applying the arguments used in step 5 • , we show that cox Tables 6.2 (a)⇒(e) First, by applying Algorithm 7.1 implemented in Python, we compute all one-peak posets I such that |I| 9 and the quadratic Tits form q I is positive. On this way we get:
• the posets p A * n , D * n , D * p A n−p , and s D * p A n−p of Table 1 .6, with at most nine elements, that are of Coxeter-Dynkin type A n+1 and D n+1 , respectively, • the posets of P 1 , . . . , P 193 of Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 that are of Coxeter-Dynkin type E 6 , E 7 , and E 8 , respectively, and • there is no more one-peak posets I with nine elements such that the quadratic Tits form q I is positive, except of the posets p A * 8 , D * 8 , D * p A 8−p , and s D * p A 8−p , with p = 2, . . . , 7, of Coxeter-Dynkin type A 9 , D 9 , and D 9 , respectively. We compute the posets by running Algorithm 7.1. The complete computing time we need is about 10 min.
Then we show by induction on n + 1 = |I| 9 that the only posets we are studying have any of the forms shown in Table 1 .6. We do it as follows. The starting induction step, with |I| = 9, is a consequence of the computations and considerations presented above.
To prove the inductive step, we follow Bondarenko-Polishchuck [6] . Assume that I is a one-peak poset I such that n + 1 = |I| 10 and the Tits form q I is positive. We chose a minimal element a in I, say the element a = 1, and we look at the one-peak subposet L := I\{a} of I. Since the Tits form q L of L is positive and |I| = 1 + |L| > |L| 9, by the inductive hypothesis, the poset L has any of the forms shown in Table 1 A n−p , with n 9. Here we also use a list of one-peak enlargements T * = T ∪ { * } of P-critical posets T listed by Bondarenko and Stepochkina in [7] [8] [9] such that the Tits form q T * is not positive and q S * is positive, for any proper subposet S of T, see also [26] . 1 • Assume that L is the poset p A * n−1 , with 9 vertices. If a is minimal and a ≺ 2, or a ≺ 3 and a is incomparable with 2, or a ≺ * and a is incomparable with the vertices 2, . . . , n, or a ≺ n and a is incomparable with the vertices 2, . . . , n − 1, then the poset I L = {a} ∪ L, we have constructed, has one of the required shapes. If a ≺ s n − 1 and a is incomparable with the vertices 2, . . . , n − 2, then the poset I L = {a} ∪ L, we have constructed, contains a peak subposet isomorphic to one of the extended Dynkin diagrams E 6 , E 7 , or E 8 , because I L has at least 10 elements. Hence easily follows that the Tits form of I L is not positive and finishes the proof in case L is the poset p A * n−1 . If a ≺ * and a is incomparable with the vertices 1, 3, . . . , n, the inverse J of the waist reflection of I L at * is contains a subposet of type E 6 . Hence, in view of Proposition 4.2, the Tits form of the poset I L = {a} ∪ L is not positive. If a ≺ 1 and a is incomparable with the vertices 3, . . . , n − 1, then I L contains a subposet of type E 6 and the Euler form of I L is not positive. Hence, in view of Theorem 2.10, the Tits form of I L is not positive and we get a contradiction.
Assume that a ≺ 1 and a ≺ 3. By applying the waist reflection at point n in I L and then by applying the reflection-duality, we get a one-peak poset J that contains, as a peak subposet, an extended Dynkin quiver of one of the two forms of type E 6 and E 8 , respectively. It follows that the Euler form q J of J is not positive and, in view of (a) For each of the one-peak posets P 1 , . . . , P 193 , its Coxeter-Dynkin type is indicated in Tables 
where b I is the Z-bilinear Tits form of I and b is the Z-bilinear Euler form of = I . (b) The set of I -orbits of the finite set R q I = {v ∈ Z I ; q I (v) = 1} of roots of q I admits a I -mesh translation quiver structure (R q I , I ) of a cylinder shape, see [35] . of positive width r 3 in R q I , with roots v (1) , . . . , v (r) ∈ R q I lying in different I -orbits and satisfying the I -mesh equation v (1) Remark 5.12. By applying the iterated tilting procedure (see [1] ), the results of Happel [16] , and the results of the paper [35] , one can prove the following. If I is a finite one-peak poset, with positive Tits We recall from Theorem 5.2 that one-peak positive posets that are of Coxeter-Dynkin type A n or D n are precisely the posets shown in Table 1 . 6 .
carries bijectively the -orbits in
In this section we present a complete list P 1 , . . . , P 193 of one-peak posets of the remaining Coxeter-Dynkin types E 6 , E 7 , and E 8 . We note that, up to the reflection-duality, each of the posets P 1 , . . . , P 193 is a one-peak enlargement T * = T ∪ { * } of a positive poset T in the sense of Bondarenko-Stepochkina listed in [8] . We split the list into three tables, according to their Coxeter-Dynkin types. The first table contains the posets P 1 , . . . , P 16 of type E 6 , the second contains the posets P 17 , . . . , P 72 of type E 7 , and the third one contains the posets P 73 , . . . , P 193 of type E 8 .
For I = P j of type , we also present in the corresponding table, a Z-invertible matrix B := B j that defines the bilinear Z-equivalence b I ∼ Z b of the bilinear Tits form b I (2.6) with the bilinear Euler form b of the diagram , that is, the matrix equality
holds, where C I ∈ M I (Z) is the Tits matrix (3.4) of I andǦ = C is the Euler matrix of , that is, the non-symmetric Gram matrix of q , defined with respect to the numbering of the vertices of fixed in Introduction. The matrices have the following forms: 
In Tables 6.1-6.3, we use the following convention. • We call a poset I self-dual if I is isomorphic with its reflection-dual poset I = s * I. Positive one-peak posets P 1 , . . . , P 16 of Dynkin type E 6 . • We construct a matrix B := B j for one of the posets sitting in each of the chains of boxes connected by an open passage. The reader is referred to part 5 • of the proof of Theorem 5.2 for an illustration, see also [14] .
• By a routine computer calculation (using [35, Algorithm 4.2] or [36, Algorithm 3.7] ), for any I ∈ {P 1 , . . . , P 193 }, we compute a complete list of sincere Tits roots of I (i.e., vectors v = (v j ) ∈ Z I such that q I (v) = 1 and v j = 0, for any j ∈ I). The list is available from authors by a request. • Given I = P a , we include the symbol s I in its box of a table, which is the encircled number s I of the sincere roots of the Tits form q I : Z I → Z. We call I Tits-sincere if I admits a sincere Tits root, and we call I Tits-nonsincere if s I = 0. Note that the set {P 1 , . . . , P 193 } contains exactly We recall that a positive poset I is one of the posets P 1 , . . . , P 16 if and only if cox I (t) = cox E 6 (t) = t 6 +t 5 −t 3 +t +1, and I is one of the posets P 17 , . . . , P 72 or one of the posets P 73 , . . . , P 193 if and only 
The following matrices satisfy the equalityǦ E 6 = B j · C I · B tr j , with I = P j , and define the bilinear Z-equivalence b I ∼ Z b E 6 . The calculation for I = P 10 is given in Example 7.6.
The following matrices satisfy the equalityǦ E 7 = B j · C I · B tr j , with I = P j , and define the bilinear 
The following matrices satisfy the equalityǦ E 8 = B j · C I · B tr j , with I = P j , and define the bilinear 
Algorithms
In this section, we outline a description of two computational algorithms we use in the paper in determining:
(a) the list of all positive one-peak posets P 1 , . . . , P 193 of Tables 6.1-6.3 and (b) Z-invertible matrices B j ∈ M n (Z) listed in Tables 6.1-6.3 that define a bilinear Z-equivalence b I ∼ Z b , for a poset I = P j of the Coxeter-Dynkin type (equivalently, satisfying the equality G = B j · C I · B tr j , with I = P j ). Implementations of the algorithms are available from the authors on a request. Algorithm 7.1. Input: An integer 1 n 9. Output: A finite set posit n I of one-peak posets I, such that |I| = n and the quadratic incidence form q I : Z n → Z (2.7) is positive.
Step 1 • Initialize the empty set canditate n .
Step 2 • First, we generate all upper triangle incidence matrices of one-peak posets J ≡ (J, ), with J = {1, . . . , n}, that is, the integer matrices of the form
where c ij ∈ {0, 1} are such that "c ij = 1 and c js = 1 implies c is = 1", for 1 i, j, s n (i.e. if the relations i j and j s hold in J, then i s holds, too).
Next, we add the matrix C J to canditate n , if the quadratic form q J (x) = x · C J · x tr is positive, or equivalently, if the symmetric matrix C J + C tr J satisfies the Sylvester criterion.
Step 3 • We construct the set posit n by selecting the incidence matrices C J in the list canditate n of posets J in such a way that the Hasse quivers of J are not isomorphic. We do it by using the igraph package (http://igraph.sourceforge.net/).
Hint.
(a) Note that the one-peak poset J, with |J| 3, need not to be checked, because any such a poset is positive (J is a chain or has the form • → * ← •).
(b) Although the number of the incidence matrices checked by the algorithm in Step 2 • grows exponentially, the algorithm works effectively in a short time for n sufficiently small. In particular, in our calculation that determines the posets in Tables 6.1-6.3, we run it for n 9, and our current implementation takes about 10 min to complete the lists. Table 7 .3 (see also [36,37, Table 4 .7]). where G :=Ǧ , we set e j = −e j and the meshes of width three, with e 2 and e 4 in their centers, are of the form [35, (3.2) ].
To construct a matrix B that defines a Z-equivalence b I ∼ Z b , we apply the mesh toroidal algo- 
. . . 
In the situation we are interested, the unknown matrix B defining a Z-equivalence b I ∼ Z b satisfies the equation Cox · B − B ·Ĉox I = 0. To solve it, we define the following algorithm. Algorithm 7.5. Input: (a) An integer n ∈ {6, 7, 8} and a square matrix A ∈ M n (Z) such that the quadratic form q A (x) = x · A · x tr is positive, that is, the symmetric matrix A + A tr satisfies the Sylvester criterion.
(b) The non-symmetric Gram matrix G =Ǧ ∈ M n (Z) of the Dynkin diagram ∈ {E 6 , E 7 , E 8 }, with vertices numbered as in Introduction and n = | 0 |.
Output: A Z-invertible matrix B ∈ M n (Z) such thatǦ = B · A · B tr , or error if the Coxeter-Dynkin type of the matrix C = B·A·B tr is not , that is, the characteristic polynomial cox C (t) = det(t·E−Cox C ) of the Coxeter matrix Cox C = −C · C −tr does not coincide with the Coxeter polynomial F (t) of .
Step 1 • Compute the Coxeter matrices Cox G = −G · G −tr and Cox A = −A · A −tr . If the Coxeter polynomials cox A (t) = det(t · E − Cox A ) and cox G (t) = det(t · E − Cox G ) do not coincide, we stop and return error.
Step 2 • Construct the n×n square matrix B = [b ij ] with n 2 indeterminates b ij , with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and compute the matrix
Solve the system b ij = 0, with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, of n 2 linear equations b ij = 0, with b 11 , b 12 , . . . , b 1n fixed, and save the solution as B sol .
Step 3 • Given j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we construct the matrix B j ∈ M n (Z) from B as follows: (i) we interchange the first row of B with the standard Z-basis vector e j of Z n , and (ii) we define the remaining rows of B j according to B sol . If det B = ±1 and C = B · A · B tr , we stop with B := B j as a result.
We finish the paper by an example illustrating the efficiency of Procedure 7.2 and the technique allowing us to describe the I -mesh translation quiver (R q I , I ) (shown in Fig. 7.7 ) and the Imesh translation quiver (R q I , I ) (shown in Fig. 7.9 ) of roots of the Tits form q I : Z 6 → Z and of the incidence form q I : Z 6 → Z, for the positive poset I = P 10 of Coxeter-Dynkin type E 6 , see Table   6 .1. In particular, we show how the matrix B 10 of Table 6 .1 can be computed. Example 7.6. We consider the positive poset P 10 of Table 6 .1. First we construct a Z-invertible matrix B 1 (= B 10 ) ∈ M 6 (Z) such that the equation (6.0) holds for = E 6 , that is,Ǧ E 6 = B 1 · C P 10 · B tr 1 , where C P 10 is the Tits matrix of the one-peak poset P 10 . Following Procedure 7.2, we split the construction of the matrix B 1 into five steps.
Step 1 • We construct the set R q P 10 of roots of cardinality 72 of the quadratic Tits form q P 10 : Z 6 → Z of P 10 . Then compute the Coxeter-Tits transformation P 10 : Z 6 → Z 6 of P 10 .
Step 2 • We split the set R q P 10 of roots of q P 10 : Z 6 → Z into six P 10 -orbits.
Step 3 • We construct the P 10 -mesh translation quiver (R q P 10 , P 10 ) of roots of q P 10 as shown in Fig. 7.7 . We can do it by applying the mesh toroidal algorithm described in [35, Proposition 4.5, 36, 37, Lemma 4.6] , and Algorithm 4.8.2 in [37] .
Step 4 • By using Table 7 .3, we choose in the P 10 -mesh translation quiver (R q P 10 , P 10 ) a principal Coxeter I -orbit configuration C I I of type E 6 , with I = P 10 , as indicated in Fig. 7 .7.
Step 5 • By applying Algorithm 7.5, or by applying the formula (7.4) and using the principal Coxeter I -orbit configuration C I I chosen in (R q P 10 , P 10 ), we construct a Z-invertible matrix B 1 ∈ M 6 (Z) such thatǦ E 6 = B 1 · C P 10 · B tr 1 . By applying Steps 1 • -5 • to the quadratic Tits form q P op 10 : Z 6 → Z of the two-peak poset P op 10 dual to P 10 (see [34] ), we construct the P op .
Note also that, by [34] [35] [36] , we have
• R q tr P 10 = R q P 10 ,
• C tr P 10 = −1 P 10 , and
• the mesh translation quiver (R q tr P 10 , C tr P 10 ) = (R q P 10 , −1 P 10 ) is dual to (R q P 10 , P 10 ). Fig. 7.7 . P10 -mesh translation quiver (R q P 10 , P10 ) of roots of q P10 with a principal Coxeter P10 -orbit configuration. Fig. 7.9 . P10 -mesh translation quiver (R q P 10 , P10 ) of roots of q P10 with a principal Coxeter P10 -orbit configuration. As in Step 5 • , we construct a pair of Z-invertible matrices B 2 , B 3 ∈ M 6 (Z) such thatǦ E 6 = B 2 · C P op 10 · B tr 2 andǦ E 6 = B 3 · C tr P 10 · B tr 3 .
As a consequence, we have C P 10 = B · C P op 10 · B tr and C P 10 = D · C tr P 10 · D tr , where B = B −1 1 · B 2 and D = B −1 1 · B 3 . It follows that D 2 = E and C = D · C tr · D tr , where C = C P 10 (compare with the proof of and det B = −1, det D = −1. By applying the arguments used in the proof of the equalitieš G E 6 = B 1 · C P 10 · B tr 1 ,Ǧ E 6 = B 2 · C P op 10 · B tr 2 , with q P 10 , C P 10 , P 10 and q P 10 , C P 10 , P 10 interchanged, we get the P 10 -mesh translation quiver (R q P 10 , P 10 ) of roots of q P 10 and the P op . It follows that C = B · C tr · B tr , where C = C P 10 is the incidence matrix of P 10 (compare with the proof of Theorem 2.10 and [17] ).
Note added in proof
A complete list of positive Tits-sincere one-peak posets will be presented in our forthcoming paper "A computation of positive one-peak posets that are Tits-sincere using Maple and Python". It contains precisely 178 posets. Except of the 167 Tits-sincere one-peak posets of the Coxeter-Dynkin types E 6 , E 7 , and E 8 presented in Tables 6.1-6.3, we compute another 11 Tits-sincere one-peak posets: 3 of them are of the Coxeter-Dynkin types A n , and 8 are of type D n . We show that there are no positive Tits-sincere one-peak posets with more than 9 vertices and then we obtain the list by computer calculation.
In our forthcoming paper announced above, we also give an alternative simple proof of Proposition 4.2, by presenting a Z-invertible matrix B ∈ Gl(n + 1, Z) such that C −1 δ a I = B · C −1 I · B tr . We also construct an algorithm allowing us to find, for any positive one-peak poset I, a Z-invertible matrix B ∈ Gl(n + 1, Z), with n + 1 = |I|, such that B 2 = E and the equality C tr I = B · C I · B tr holds, that is, B defines a Z-congruence of the incidence matrix C I of I with its transpose C tr I (compare with [15] and [17] ).
